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Whiteboard Project 
Every two weeks we pose a question on 
a paper flip chart, mixing in light-hearted 
questions, such as, “What is your favorite 
podcast?” to more serious questions that give 
us insight into our users’ needs and opinions. 
Two recent questions of this type were, “If the 
Library won the lottery, what should we buy?” 
and “What healthy vending options would you 
like to have?” Before we post a new question 
we take a photo of the flip chart 
and publicize it on 
social media.

We Want to  
Hear From You

For several years the Health Sciences and Human Services Library (HS/HSL) has been 
focused on information gathering using a variety of surveys. The findings have helped to 
improve service, understand users’ needs and opinions, and optimize the users’ experience. 
The HS/HSL runs multiple surveys throughout the year.   
 
Some occur annually, while others are targeted  
toward a specific event or project.  
 
The surveys are deliberately kept as short as possible to avoid irritating users and to 
maximize the response rate. We also try to avoid running multiple surveys at any one time.

Next Steps 
We will continue to repeat the Resource Usage, Library Genie, New Student, and Whiteboard 
surveys each year as they have proven to be effective and provide actionable information 
that we have utilized to improve our users’ library experience.  The Desk Assessment survey 
did not give us the constructive criticism we desired, so we are considering ways to tweak 
this approach. We are also exploring new avenues to capture deeper information about our 
users’ library experience.  This could include student town halls or student focus groups with 
the likely inducement of food. 

Desk Assessment Survey
  
As a part of the HS/HSL’s strategic plan, the Information Services Department 
developed a survey to measure our users’ satisfaction. We used an ipod with a 
stand, keyboard and lock and ran the survey 4 times over the Spring semester.  

We asked 4 questions so that no scrolling was needed and used emoji’s 
to add interest and color.
 
• How satisfied are you with your experience  
  at the desk?
• What kind of assistance did you receive?
• Were staff friendly and responsive?
• How can we do better?
 
We were not able to ask people to fill out the survey 
after every personal transaction.  Sometimes we 
were too busy or the transaction was very transitory. 
We offered a piece of candy to fill it out. We were 
surprised that people filled out the comments field 
and  were hoping for some constructive criticism from the “How can we 
do better?” question, but got a lot of answers that said things like, “You 

are already doing great!”  The suggestions we did receive, like “new 3D 
printers and change library hours” did not have to do with our customer service.

Desk Assessment Survey 

Resource Usage Survey
 
Runs during the month of April each 
year.  Users access our online resources 
and are asked for their status, affiliation, 
and purpose.   
 
The survey pops up randomly when 
people log in to resources.  They cannot 
move forward unless they answer 
the questions or wait for 3 minutes. 
We use it to show that a school is 
using the library’s resources. People 
complain, but the Deans appreciate the 
information so much that we are now 
making this formerly-biannual event a 
yearly occurance.   
 
Last year we had over 3,500 
responses. The School of Nursing was 
our heaviest user by far.  Students are 
overall our largest user group.   
The purposes most 
often chosen were, 
“Class Assignment,” 
or, “Research.”

Library Genie Survey 
Each October, the survey is promoted on the Library’s 
website and social media and asks users for their, 

“three library wishes.”  
 
We log, tag, and answer questions if an email is given. 
Interesting and surprising feedback and suggestions come 
through. We try to grant wishes during the year.
This is a great promotional opportunity for the library.  
Here are some examples of wishes  
that have been granted:  

 •All-gender restroom constructed 
   on the 1st floor.
   •Water bottle filling stations    
  installed throughout building.
   •10 mobile standing desks  
  were purchased.
   •Old monitors were repurposed  
        to use as mobile monitors. 
   •More rolling whiteboards 
     were procured.

New Student Survey
 
Every February this survey is sent to students 
during their second semester at the University 
of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB).  

The survey asks what students liked and disliked about their 
former university and library and what they like and dislike 
about UMB and the HS/HSL. Some of the questions are: 
  
• What do you miss about your former school and library?
• What library resources have you used?
• What do you do in the library?
• Are library staff friendly and knowledgeable?

Library Genie Survey 

1st Floor Redesign Survey
  
We did a mini 1st Floor Redesign Survey to ask our users what 
they liked about the 1st floor and what we should change.  We 
asked 4 questions and received  
24 responses. These responses 
confirmed what we  
hear in other surveys.  Users 
love the white study pods with 
wings, want better access to 
power, more rolling blue chairs 
and updated furniture.

1st Floor Redesign Survey
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